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This limited edition set of trays was created and signed by Mickalene 
Thomas in collaboration with the Santa Monica Museum of Art. The 
Tribal and Art Deco motif is not only a conversation starter, but the 
durable and dishwasher-safe design make them truly functional.

–
Mickalene Thomas 

trays (set of 4) 

Price upon request 

www.artmarkit.com

Inspired by Brazil’s 19th-century Cangaceiros 
bandits, this leather and stainless steel chair  

by the Campana Brothers playfully pairs intricate 
lines and striking geometric patterns with bold 

stitching and studs.
– 

Campana Brothers 

Cangaço armchair 

Price upon request

With its powerful, adventurous 
palette playing on dissimilar 

colors unified by earthy textures, 
Issey Miyake brings forward a 

contemporary approach to tribal 
influences.

–
Issey Miyake 

red and blue Parrot skirt, necklace, 

and blue and gray Parrot tee, and 

PLEATS PLEASE Issey Miyake pink 

Ikko Tanaka Geta sandal  

$1,520, $415, $395, $795  

isseymiyake.com

Symbolically addressing concepts of ethnic 
heritage, these overlaid panels of wood that swivel 

open and closed to reveal one’s reflection have 
been burned with symbols by an Amazonian tribe.

– 
Pedro Barrail 

Digital Mirror 

wood, mirror, gold leaf, pyrogravure text 

Price upon request 

cristinagrajalesinc.com

TRIBAL
IMPRESSIONISM

While its delicate textures pay 
homage to Impressionist painting 

techniques, this ultra bold, yet ultra 
feminine Delpozo waistcoat  
also brings a sense of tribal 

influence to the urban jungle.
–

Delpozo 

multicolor herringbone hand 

knit waistcoat with feathers, and 

aquamarine burlap pleated trouser 

$5,700, $1,050 

delpozo.com

Entertain to impress with Hermès! From the brand that 
truly espouses luxury, this stunning collection of porcelain 
crockery is beautifully accented with gold edges and an 

Ikat motif.

Hermès 

Ikat collection 

Prices range from $150 to $4,110 

hermes.com

Modernity meets tradition in these “Erased Heritage” 
rugs. Inspired by the traditional, elaborate patterns 
and motifs found in Persian rugs, these luxuriously 
hand-woven wool and silk pieces are guaranteed to 

make a statement in any room.

Jan Kath 

Mamluk Kensington Raved rug 

from the Erased Heritage collection  

blue and teal blue wool and silk 

$236 per square foot,  

$18,880 for an 8x10 rug as shown 

jan-kath.com

Africa meets impressionism with this painting by Omar Chacon. From afar, 
what seems like delicate drips are actually collaged pieces of dried paint 
carefully transferred onto the canvas. The result? An energetic, colorful 

and textured masterpiece, seemingly straight from the wild. 
 

Omar Chacon  
Mesalina Dorada 

2015 

Acrylic on canvas, 42 x 54 inches  

$18,000

These chaotic dashes of color mimic  
a visual experience much like a viewing 
Pointillist work of art. With its effortless 
softness and bright palette, this printed 
silk georgette dress will make you the 

center of attention at any event.

Mary Katrantzou 

Valentina dress  

$1,695 

marykatrantzou.com

Bring out your inner animal 
in this modern-take on jungle 

camouflage with this sexy 
Missoni blazer and shorts 

combo. 
<

Missoni 
neon animal print blazer and 

shorts 

$1,760, $620 

missoni.com

The mesmerizing repetition of shapes and that 
turquoise shade that catches the light just  

right makes this Dee Ocleppo clutch a whimsical 
statement piece. Perfect for nights out in the urban 

jungle or on a breezy tropical island, it’s truly a 
must-have for the trendy jetsetter.

<
DEE Ocleppo 

Editors envelope 

$595 

saksfifthavenue.com

With subtle nods to this season’s tribal trend, 
iridescent azures and cerulean hues beautifully 

compliment the textured gold horn-like crescents. 
Be warned – you’ll be sure to turn heads with these 

adorning your ears!
> 

David Webb 

Crescent earrings 

oval cabochon azurmalachite, azurmalachite 

drops, and brilliant-cut diamonds in 18k gold and 

platinum   

Price upon request 

davidwebb.com
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This spring and summer season blends influences 
of tribal color and flare with eye catching design.
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Seeking inspiration from Mother Nature’s 

most majestic creatures, the repeating color 
and geometry of peacock feathers is the star 
of this extraordinary Van Cleef & Arpels pink 
gold timepiece. With each watch numbered 

and part of a limited edition series of 22 
pieces, this is exclusively for members of the 

stylish tribal elite! 

Van Cleef & Arpels 

Midnight Palais de la Chance Paon Décor watch 

$90,000 

vancleefarpels.com
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You can always count on 
Versace’s pouncing aesthetic to 

ensnare onlookers,  
as would surely be the case  

if one donned this leopard print 
piece punctuated by playful 

yellow accents. 
>

Versace 

silk crespo Wild Patch tailored 

blouse, Duchess Wild Patch  

print jacket, medallion Medusa 

Nastro belt, Vitellino+Nastro color 

block sandal, Palazzo Ricamo 

canvas backpack 

$1,225, $2,650, $825, $1,695, 

$2,995 

us.versace.com

This avant-garde eating utensil does more 
than bring food to your mouth, it can scare 
off scavengers and double as a talisman!

Studio Swine 

eating implement 

available in solid bronze and solid silver 

Price upon request 

studioswine.com

Wistful for the sea and longing 
for something organic in your 
décor? With tree-rings making 

for a hypnotizing repeating 
pattern, this handcrafted 

surfboard made from Russian 
Birch brings the sea into your 

living room. 
<

Kelly Wearstler 

Pacific surfboard 

$8,900 

kellywearstler.com

With its chunky, colorful beads, tribal vibes 
resonate out of this bold Hilfiger collection  

tie necklace. 

Hilfiger Collection 

tie necklace 

$140 

usa.tommy.com
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Literally breaking the rules of ceramics, this 
abstract clay bowl toys with color, form and, 

texture. A necessary addition to the home of any 
modernist collector!

<
Takuro Kuwata 

bowl 

2015 

Porcelain, stone 

Price upon request 

6.97 x 9.76 x 8.86 inches 

salon94.com

Names: Samuel Bail and Abel Samet 

Place of Birth: Toronto, Canada and Boston, MA.

Place of Residence: London, UK.

Occupation: Founders, Troubadour.

What is Troubadour: Troubadour Goods is a London-based modern 
design house specializing in superior handcrafted collections anchored 
in exceptional leather. 

What is your mission for the brand: We are committed to design-
ing and creating beautiful, functional products that will continuously 
delight, and wonderfully stand the test of time.

Who is the Troubadour customer: The Troubadour shopper is sophis-
ticated and discerning, with a deep appreciation for design, function, 
materials, and craftsmanship. 

Troubadour
www.troubadourgoods.com

Describe your creative process: Our creative process centers around 
function. From there, we move to understand and identify the ideal 
materials and construction techniques to ensure we achieve our desired 
design in an exacting way. The driving aesthetic leans toward modern, 
clean, and understated, and we strive to hit those notes in every single 
piece we create. 

Favorite part of the job: There are many highlights! We’re evenly 
split between our love for collaborating with a talented team (both our 
Troubadour team, and our extended family of brilliant artisans who 
are experts in their craft), and the joy we derive from seeing our pieces 
resonate, like those moments when we spot people sporting a Trouba-
dour piece! 

Clientele include: A gentleman never tells. There is something wonder-
fully discreet to our designs, and we extend that through to our clientele.

Troubadour 
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Camouflage that doesn’t blend in: don’t be 
afraid to show off your stripes especially 

when they’re made of brilliant-cut 
diamonds and velvet-black onyx in this 

mesmerizing 18k white gold timepiece by 
Audemars Piguet.

>
Audemars Piguet 

Millenary hand-wound watch 

$78,300 

audemarspiguet.com

Don’t expect to blend into your 
surroundings with this striking Cartier 
bracelet on your wrist fit for a Queen.

Cartier 

Étourdissant bracelet in platinum, coral, 

turquoise, onyx, and diamonds 

Price upon request 

Available by appointment only, 

1-800-CARTIER

From Callidus Guild’s Sacred Geometries 
collection, these Tessellation wallpapers 
are sourced from eco-friendly materials 

and are hand painted to gently catch  
the light and add textural dimension  

to any space.
>

Callidus Guild 

Tessellation wallpaper in caviar 

$318/yard 

callidusguild.com

Inspired by the khu dan, a four-petal flower found in Thai 
decorative ornamentation, this Judith Leiber Couture clutch is 
the epitome of heritage glamour. With its repeating, geometric 

floral motif impeccably encrusted in crystals, expect this item to 
be a resplendent addition to any outfit!

Judith Leiber Couture 

Khu Dan minaudière  

$3,995 

neimanmarcus.com / saksfifthavenue.com / bergdorfgoodman.com

Slither your way into summer with this statement piece 
under your arm. The gold-accented geometric patterns 

and a tiger head motif adhere to this season’s tribal trend.

Gucci 
Dionysus chevron ayers medium shoulder bag in black, cuir, 

beige and gold inlay with tigerhead detail 

$5,800 

gucci.com

This lamp made of buckeye burl 
wood shaped like ostrich eggs 

with a silk linen shade held 
together by brass is a perfect 

marriage of nature meets 
uptown elegance.

<
KRIEST by Kristin Victoria 

Barron 

Di Orchis Jasper IV lamp 

$1,925 

kriest.com

Explorer meets tribe in this Junya Watanabe ensemble that 
combines a modern, minimalist aesthetic with the traditional 
motifs and color scheme found in the fabrics of the west and 

central African region.
>

Junya Watanabe Men 

beige double breasted linen coat, blue striped cotton shirt, green 

printed cotton scarf (showpiece), wax printed cotton shorts, brown 

leather shoes in collaboration with Trickers  

$2,150, $528, $907, $1,405 

doverstreetmarket.com
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With bold, graphic prints paired 
with a breezy silhouette  

and playful pleats, this Misha 
Nonoo dress is a must-have 

summer staple!

Misha Nonoo 

beacon print silk Matild dress 

$675 

mishanonoo.com

Bling and wild come together 
in this glamified ram skull. 

4,000 Swarovski crystals were 
meticulously hand-set and 

carefully selected to adorn this 
ram skull making it the epitome 

of tribal opulence.
>

Cassie Edmonds 

ram skull encrusted with 

Swarovski crystals  

$10,000  

offered exclusively on 

griffintrading.com

Based upon the Portuguese custom of 
crocheting over long winter evenings around 

the fireplace as a family, the traditional delicate 
crochet patterns are mimicked on the surface 
of this liquor cabinet. With true artistry, 36,123 

individual amethyst Swarovski crystals have 
been hand-set on the exterior, whilst the inner 

drawers are coated with Palissandro wood 
accented by their handcrafted gold leaf handles. 
This stunning liquor cabinet is truly a testament 

to the beauty of tradition.
<

Human Heritage 

Enxoval bar 

$103,000 

human-heritage.com

The vivid colors of these fabulous duck feather 
sneakers will keep you fly all summer long. 
Keep the rest of your look simple by pairing 

them with a neutral shades and let your feet do 
all the talking.

Maison Margiela 

Future duck feather high-top sneaker 

$2,180 

eboutique.maisonmargiela.com

Wild and untamed youth  
is what comes to mind when 
one sees Roberto Cavalli’s 
Spring/Summer menswear 
collection. By boldly layering 
this season’s favorite motif of 
eclectic animal prints, these 
slim, tapered silhouettes are 

sure to pack a punch.

Roberto Cavalli 
silk print shirt, slim fit pant 

$615, $675 

robertocavalli.com
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